A basic problem in software model checking is the choice of a model for software. Boolean program is the most popular representation and is amenable to model checking. We show how to apply counter abstraction to real world concurrent Boolean programs to eliminate state redundancy. We present a model checking algorithm for thread-state reachability analysis of concurrent Boolean programs, constructing Karp-Miller coverability tree directly on a Boolean program. And finally evaluate the performance of the approach using a substantial set of Boolean program benchmarks.
Introduction
Model checking [1] is an automated verification technique to prove the correctness of the finite-state concurrent systems, by searching the state space of a system to determine if the system property holds. Model checking has been successfully used for verification of concurrent systems, such as integrated circuits, communication protocols. However, the main obstacle of model checking concurrent software is the state explosion problem: the number of reachable states of a program grows exponentially with the number of concurrent threads. As a result, straightforward implement of model checking on concurrent software can need excessive memory and computation resources, which leads to the efficiency of verification is very low. To address the problem, a series of methods have been proposed, including symbolic model checking [2] , abstraction [3] , partial order reduction [4] , symmetry reduction [5] and so on, one of the most effective way among these techniques to alleviate the state space explosion is abstraction, especially predicate abstraction [6] is the most successful promoted by Microsoft Research. Boolean programs [7] are obtained from source programs using predicate abstraction, i.e., all variables are in type of Boolean. The verification of Boolean program is the bottleneck in predicate abstraction refinement framework.
Multi-threaded concurrent software often exhibits symmetry, finding a way to reduce the verification complexity according to the nature: counter abstraction. The traditional global state is represented by a vector of local states, ξ for e now introducing a counter for each local state, each counter records the number of threads in the current local state, and a vector of counters represents global state of a system. Counter abstraction turns the state space size of concurrent systems grows exponentially in n into polynomial in n. Since a local state is defined as a valuation of all thread local variables of a thread, the number of local states grows exponentially with the number of thread-local variables. As a result, the number of local states generated is very large, probably resulting in many millions of local states. Introducing a counter for each local state is impractical but only for tiny program.
To solve the problem, we present a solution for the thread-state reachability analysis of symmetric concurrent Boolean program. First, instead of statically translating each statement s of the input program into counter changes, do the translation on the fly. This way requires executing s only in the narrow context of a given and reachable local state. In addition, in a global state only keep counters for those local states that at least one thread exists in. Because l » n (l, n represent respectively the number of local states and that of threads), in every system state the value of most counters are zero, removing the zero-valued counters will save huge storage space. Second, construct KarpMiller coverability tree directly on a Boolean program. Since the problem of thread-state reachability can reduce to the coverability problem of VASS (vector addition systems with states) [8] , and the coverability problem of VASS can be determined by building a Karp-Miller [9] coverability tree for it. The advantage of constructing Karp-Miller tree directly on Boolean program is to avoid the blowup that Boolean program translation into VASS entails. Finally, evaluate the performance of the method on a set of Boolean program benchmarks.
Preliminaries

Concurrent Boolean Program
Boolean programs are obtained by applying predicate abstraction to the original program P, all variables are Boolean variables. In order to get sound verification of the reachability problem, constructing Boolean program by over-approximate the behavior of P, which may appear spurious paths, this can refine the abstraction further by adding predicates, then detect and eliminate spurious paths, this process is counterexample-guided abstraction refinement(CEGAR) [10] .
The Boolean program syntax has been detailed in [7] . SATABS extends the semantics for sequential Boolean programs with the following four instructions to support concurrency:
• The instruction start_thread goto l creates a new thread that starts execution at the program location l. It gets a copy of the local variables of the current thread, which continues execution at the proceeding statement.
• The instruction end_thread terminates the current thread, i.e., has no successor state.
• The instruction atomic_begin prevents the scheduler from a context switch to other thread.
• The instruction atomic_end allows any thread to be executed. We use η → to denote a transition from thread state η to thread state ξ. The conditions on the transition η → ξ ach instruction are shown as follows:
skip:
goto l 1 ,…,l k : 
Counter Abstraction
Counter abstraction [11] can be seen as a form of symmetric reduction that presented by Pnueli et al. in the verification of liveness properties of parameter system, the main idea is to use an abstract state replacing the concrete state of a concurrent system that consists of many similar components, each abstract state is a k-tuple of integer, denoted by (c 1 , c 2 ,..., c k ), c j counts how many processes are currently in the j-th state. A transition from local state A to local state B can be translated a decrement of the counter for A and an increment of that for B. This transformation can be implemented statically in the text of symmetric program P before creating the Kripke model, the resulting counter-abstracted program generates a Kripke structurê PM whose reachable is isomorphic to that of the traditional quotient structure M , so that can be model checked without considering further symmetry.
Counter abstraction technique makes a problem of size exponential in n reduces to one of size polynomial in n, improving the efficiency of the verification. For any given Boolean program, l is a constant, seen from a theoretical view, seems to have solved the state space explosion problem.
However, for concurrent software, the thread behavior is given in the form of a program that control thread-local variables, a local state is defined as a valuation of all thread-local variables, which is incompatible in practice with the idea of counter abstraction: the number of the local states generated is very large. For example, a Boolean program with five thread-local variables and the PC with range {1…10} can generate 2 5 *10=320 local states. In practice, concurrent Boolean programs generally have dozens of thread-local variables and thousands of lines, which can generate millions of local states. As a result of the local state space explosion problem, the state space of the counter-abstracted program is of size
) , doubly-exponential in the number of thread-local variables. Therefore, the traditional counter abstraction is unfit to general program but for tiny programs.
Karp-Miller Coverability Tree
We use S, and respectively denote the set of states, the set of m-tuple of integers and the set of m-tuple of non-negative integers. An m-dimensional VASS is a finite-state machine whose edges are labeled with v , denoted by W= (d, ), where d S × is the initial configuration and : S S× is the transition function. A configuration of a VASS is denoted by (q, x), where q is a state, x is an m-tuple of non-negative integers. There is a transition (q, x) (q', x') if (q', v) (q) and x'=x + v. A Configuration (q, x) is reachable if there is a sequence of transitions start at d and end at (q, x). The coverability problem of VASS asks whether a given configuration (q, x) is covered by the VASS, i.e., whether a configuration (q, x') is reachable such that x' x. corresponding to the number of threads in state i. As a result, the time complexity of thread-state reachability problem is equivalent to that of the coverability problem for VASS that are polynomial. Corollary 2. The thread-state reachability problem for replicated finite-state programs is decidable. Karp-Miller tree can compactly represent the set of covered configurations of a VASS. The algorithm as follows: • The root of the tree is labeled by the initial configuration of VASS.
• For any two nodes and in the tree, if there is a path from to , denotes as ; if there is an edge from to , then is a successor of . A node without successors is called an end node.
• Each node of the tree is labeled with l ( ) = (q, x), where q is a state, x is m-dimensional vector whose coordinate are elements of {ω} (ω is any natural number). For any node labeled with l ( ) = 
Symbolic Counter Abstraction
To solve the state sapce explosion problem faced during the implementation of the traditional counter abstraction, we give a solution for the thread state reachability analysis of concurrent Boolean program. First, instead of statically translating each statement s of the input program into counter updates, do the translation on the fly. In a global state only keep counters for those local states that at least one thread resides in. Because l » n, in every system state most counters are zero; Second, construct Karp-Miller coverability tree directly on a Boolean program. The advantage is to avoid the blowup that Boolean program translation into VASS entails. As a result, the worst-case size of the Kripke structure of the counter-abstracted program is reduced from n l to n min {n, l} , completely eliminating the sensitivity to the local state space explosion problem. We first describe a data structure used to store system states compactly before describing the symbolic state space exploration algorithm that implements this method.
Symbolic representation
Boolean program make heavy use of data nondeterminism, the nondeterministic Boolean value is denoted by . In practice, enumerating all possible values of expression associated with is infeasible, a better method is to R E T R
A C T E D
n interpret symbolically, this interpretation is not only compatible with Boolean program encodings based on BDDs, but can also be combined well with counter abstraction. Our approach is to count sets of local states, rather than individual local state.
To formalize the state representation, let L be the set of local states, i.e., |L|=l. An abstract global state can be expressed as:
In this expression, S represents valuations of the shared variables, L i represents the set of local states, L i L, n i represents a counter, n i 1, n i { }, (L i , n i ) denotes there are n i threads in the local state L i . For instance, the abstract global state < ({x=1}, 2), ({x=0}, 4)> represents these concrete states where 2 threads satisfy x=1, whereas the remaining 4 threads satisfy x=0. The semantics of this representation is given by the set of concrete states that expression (5) represents, namely the states of the form (s, l 1 ,. .., l n )such that: In traditional counter abstraction, k=l= L and do not require n i 1, thus suffer from the potential redundancy of n i being 0 for most i.
In addition, representation (5) has a problem. When communicate data between threads, Boolean programs can introduce such constraints between shared and thread-local variables, such as introduced by an assignment of the form shared: =local, are inexpressible. The reason is that neither S nor the sets L i are defined by expressions over both shared and thread-local variables. In order to make this constraint expressible, we must treat certain assignments and related statements specially. Definition 3. A splice state is a predicate f over shared V s and thread-local variables V l such that
Splice states result from communication. Split the current thread state before executing a splice statement as follows:
Image (T) = Image (T |v=0) ∨ Image (T |v=1)
The worst-case cost of state splitting is exponential in the number of splice variables. However, we observed in experiments: (1) there is relatively few splice statements; (2) very few splice variables in a splice statement (one or two); (3) relatively proportion of cofactors encountered during the exploration is actually unsatisfiable and does not produce new states. As a result, the decomposition never suffers from the potential combinatorial explosion.
Symbolic State Space Exploration
We present a symbolic model checking algorithm for thread-state reachability analysis of concurrent Boolean programs, constructing Karp-Miller coverability tree directly on a Boolean program (Fig 3) . The algorithm uses the state representation described section 3.1, mainly computes the counter-abstracted set of states reachable from a given set of initial state, and checks whether the new node covers previously discovered node. To make the search efficient, keep a separate copy of those discovered nodes that are maximal as to the covering partial order. New labels are compared against these maximal nodes only.
More precisely, when a new node is found, the algorithm first checks whether some previously discovered node covers . if so, then discard . To check this, only compare with the maximal elements of each chain in the covering partial order. Conversely, the algorithm checks whether covers some previously discovered node . if so, then removed from the unexplored list. The algorithm as follows: The algorithm (in Fig 3) expands unexplored system states from a worklist. The loop in line 4 iterates over all pairs (L i , n i ) contained in the popped state . The next and crucial step is to compute the successor thread states (lines 6-7). After computing the image for each cofactor, the algorithm constructs the respective system state for it (lines 8-9).
The UPDATECOUNTERS function (see Fig 4(a) The procedure UPDATECOVER (see Fig 4(b) ) introduces ω for the thread states that can be reached. The idea is to look for cycles in the execution path that spawn new threads infinitely. That is, we first walk backwards towards the initial state (line 4) and check if any preceding state is subsumed by the state τ. If such a state ' has been found (line 5), any pair (L i , n i ) that occurs in the new state τ with a higher counter value than in the preceding state ' is replaced by the pair (L i , ω) (lines 6-8).
Finally, the algorithm adds the states encountered for the first time to the set of reachable states, and to the worklist of states to expand (lines 11-13 in Fig 3) .
12:
R: = R ' if new, store ' as reachable 13: insert ' into WorkList 
Experimental Evaluation
We have implemented the algorithm presented in this paper in a tool of reachability analysis of concurrent Boolean program called BOOM, the concurrent benchmarks used is drawn from a large and diverse set of benchmark Boolean programs generated by SATABS [13] that abstract Linux and Windows kernel components using SLAM tool [14] . The experimental setup is as follows: we run full reachability analysis with n 0 =1 initial thread, and then increase the bound N until the tool times out. The timeout is set to 720s and the memory limit to 12GB. The experiments are performed on Linux operating system.
The main goal of this paper is the symbolic analysis of Boolean programs. In the same benchmarks, we compare the running time of the symbolic counter abstraction with that of a plain symbolic implementation in BOOM that ignores the symmetry, shown in Fig 5(a) . Counter abstraction gets the improvement in scalability, when the number of threads is small, traditional Model Checking is faster, but the complexity of counter abstraction is polynomial; in fact, our algorithm can verify many instances for 7 or more threads. Overall, the running time of symbolic counter abstraction is faster. For the thread-state reachability analysis with unbounded thread creation, the experiment shows the running times using Karp-Miller method are very small (Fig 5(b) ). 
Conclusion
We present a model checking algorithm based on symbolic counter abstraction for thread-state reachability analysis of concurrent Boolean programs, construct Karp-Miller coverability tree directly on a Boolean program, which avoids effectively the local state space explosion problem facing that Boolean program translation into VASS, experimental results show the effectiveness of the method.
In concurrent software verification, counter abstraction has an improvement in scalability. Since the state space size of the counter-abstracted program is polynomial, which reduces greatly the complexity of the verification. Symbolic counter abstraction promoted the verification of symmetric concurrent systems that described using Boolean programs. In future work we will consider how to combine it with other techniques to achieve more effective compression, such as partial order, and research how to apply it to reachability analysis of concurrent systems of parameterized systems or unbounded dynamic thread creation.
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